Surrey Association of Woodturners
Newsletter September 2020
Lockdown Edition
Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey

New Members
Welcome to Mr Pat Carswell

Member No. 799

PAID UP MEMBERSHIP - 126 (As of going to press)

TOP TIP’s
If you have a tip to share
please email it to me at
colin.spain1@virginmedia.com
Keep it short, and if we are
happy with it, I will include it in
one of the newsletters.

Items for the Diary
2nd to 4th October

D&M Tool Show

Cancelled

4th October

Axminster Basingstoke Store

To be confirmed

9th

Pat Carroll

Professional turner- Zoom meeting

10th October

Princes Mead Shopping Centre

Club demonstration

17th to 18th October

Pains Hill Park

Cancelled

Les Thorn

Professional turner- Zoom meeting

October

November

13th

Mark Baker
It is with great sadness I have to report the
passing of our dear friend Mark Baker. Mark
passed away peacefully in his sleep on the 2nd
October after bravely battling cancer over the
last 2 years. In recent years he had been the
editor of the Woodturning magazine, but had
demonstrated at our club many times over the
years, even to the point of getting us out of
trouble once or twice when a booking had
gone wrong. In June we showed one of Marks
videos via a Zoom meeting that was copied
from his club night demonstration of February
2016 where he made a square edged bowl. He
gave us permission to use it despite how ill he
was. I always will remember when meeting him at shows like Yandles when he saw me he
would always say hello and have a chat. Mark was a great supporter of woodturning
worldwide and will be sorely missed by all who knew him.
R.I.P. Mark.
Colin Spain Editor
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Mike’s Meditations from the lathe Chapter 10
Ground hog day again so what is different well the weather has changed, Covid rates around
Surrey have gone up, we did a shortened demonstration day at Rural Life Centre, Premium
Bond Rates have been cut, John Creasey has been doing a big clear out to gain brownie
points so please look forward to another wood sale as I now have much of his wood.
My garage clean up continues. A neighbour had a new kitchen fitted so I have used 3 wall
units and have modified a unit with sliding shelves/drawers, built a frame that houses 3 wine
boxes in the base full off cut bits of wood. Like the Flanders and Swan song “When the
plumber came to call” I thought I would fix a non closing drawer in one of my old units then the
base collapsed so this had to be rebuilt (with lots of screws and miscellaneous wood. Like a
good recycler, all non used metal and chip board has gone to recycling, and non useable real
wood has been cut into kindling. My daughters bed has gone from the garage rafters for reuse
by my granddaughter, but what a collection of spider webs lurk up there - the Adams family
would approve! (The bed frame still carried mover’s stickers from Scotland and America).
A big thank you to the folk who collected some of the last wood collection, this raised £115.00
for the club. I will be making up some bags of Johns wood for sale in November..
As many of you know from my earlier demonstration of the McNaughton Bowl Centre Saver,
that I have a love hate relationship with system having produced some wonderful funnels in
the past. Our friends at the Tool Post are closing down and I bought the laser guide at a
sensible price. So now I hope to see where the end of my tool is and hopefully redirect this
away from the extremities of the bowl. The closure of the Tool Post is a tragedy for the team
who have managed the Aladdin’s cave for many years and for Peter who has demonstrated at
the club in the past. We must make use of the shops and businesses that still support our
ability to wood turn especially in these trying times. I visited Surrey Timbers last week and
heard much of the same as with most business times are trying.
Jenny and Chris continue to run the weekly zoom meetings and we have been testing our
Treasurer’s generosity with the virtual wine bottles challenges. We have seen some wonderful
pieces from engineered turning tops to busty art deco off centre
turned ladies. What is so interesting is the willingness for novices
and beginners to have a go and to turn some really nice pieces
please keep up the good work. A big thank you to Paul who has
added demonstrations to some of the zoom meetings.
At our recent ZOOM competition, on recovery from disaster,
Steve showed an example under the heading of “taking the pith
from a goblet” Several good examples were also shown but as
with all wood turning please think about the risks and
consequences when doing a risk analysis. Throw it in the fire
wood pile if you cannot make it safe.
Stay safe, stay alert and be as active as you can and please, if
you have time for a Zoom session please do try it is fun,
informative and allows us to see and meet fellow club members.
Mike Spaven - Chairman
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Rural life Centre August 2020
In late July, Rural Life Centre approached SAW and asked if possible under any Covid Rules,
in place at the time, would we be interested in demonstrating and supporting the centre. Our
response was yes but we needed to fully understand what the set up would be and carry out
our own risk assessment. Life was made simpler in that we would be demonstrating in our
own gazebos and the centre was to use timed and restricted entry.
So at around 8 am a small team of David Stratton, Duncan Clarke, Colin Rowe, Phil Hamilton
and Mike Spaven gathered to assemble the Gazebos and set up a sales area and a
demonstration Area. We found the Rural Life Centre was well versed in Covid security with
sanitizers, one way systems etc in place.
A big thank you to Anna Marie and Mike for delivering the gazebos to David. I think David was
relieved in that there was only space for the gazebos and sale items in his new van while Phil
Hamilton Duncan and I had to remember what we needed to bring for the demonstration I
know it took me much longer to assemble and load my tools, wood etc.
With the timed entry, the footfall of visitors during the day was constant whereas in pre covid
times the beginning and end of the day were usually very slow.
Several visitors spent time watching our team demonstrate and we had our usual good banter.
The screens, visors and roped off areas did not deter visitors from watching and having a
conversation with We did miss some of our usual stalwart members but we needed to run this
as a trial to see if we could safely demonstrate wood turning in a public area.
The Gazebo was safe from the steam road roller who had a trainee driver on board; it was just
the perspective that appeared to show the roller aiming for our sales tent.

By Mike Spaven
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The SAW Virtual Coffee Shop (Members only)
Opening times: Sunday at 3:00pm, Tuesday at 10:30am and Friday at 7:30pm, for about an
hour each time. Repeated at these times every week.
We are running Zoom meetings at the above times. Drop in and drop out as you wish.
Woodturning related query? There may be a member in the shop who can answer it. Have
you turned something and want to show it off? You can hold it up to your camera. We are
also having short presentations from members (the last one was about pyrography) and mini
tours of workshops. Alternatively you can just come and listen to the banter!
If you know how to use Zoom, then join us in the Coffee shop at any of the above times.
If you are new to Zoom, and would like some (or a lot of!) help, or have a problem, then call
Jennie (phone number on the last page of the Newsletter, or in the emails about joining Zoom,
or on the member's map in Weybridge).

Our member Michael Wallis fund raiser
Earlier this year just before lockdown Michael got the sort of news none of us want to hear, his
wife Sarah had been diagnosed with cancer.
Sadly Sarah passed away peacefully
very recently in the Phyllis Tuckwell
Hospice in Farnham. She was the
youngest and fittest of their gang, which
makes her premature departure seem
even more unfair, it has devastated all
who knew her.
So in memory of his wife and best friend
Sarah Wallis a group of their friends
including Michael, walked or in his case
wheeled for Sarah in Windsor Great Park
on Saturday 26th September 2020. It
was supposed to be a 5k challenge but,
as that didn't sound very much, they did a slightly more ambitious 10 miles! (Socially
distanced of course).
Michael would be very grateful for any support that you can give - after a year where vital
cancer trials have been delayed, fundraising is more important than ever.
Every pound you can donate will go towards Cancer Research UK’s ground-breaking work, so
please if you feel you can sponsor him do so by going to:https://fundraise.cancerresearchuk.org/page/smile-for-sarah
Thank you so much, none of us is immune!
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Phil Hamiltons Workshop
My workshop is in the garage and
shares space with bicycles, DIY
equipment
and
miscellaneous
storage at ground and mezzanine
level, my son’s metal working lathe
(Myford ML7-R), not forgetting the
boiler and hot water cylinder
(making it tolerable in the winter but
too warm in the summer) together
with cycle maintenance stand and
clothing.
With space at a premium much of
my equipment is on wheels for ease
of layout adjustment.
The lathe I use for demonstrations
is on a trolley, as is my disc sander
with my early model Tormek stored
below.
My favoured tool storage are Clarke
Tool Cabinets from Machine Mart
which make a stable base for
machines with readymade storage
for tools etc and are easy to move.
With a plywood sheet for reinforcement machines are easily
fixed to the top using bolts, nuts and large washers to spread
the load inside the cabinet.
One supports my Scroll Saw (Axminster Trade AT762SS, with
a 762mm Throat), large enough to fret the Music Desk for a
Grand Piano and its drawers hold scroll saw parts and
accessories, some lathe accessories and some turning blanks.
The second cabinet carries my bandsaw (Inca
342.186: Throat 260mm; Cut Depth 155mm) and a
Sorby ProEdge sharpening system and its jigs. The
drawers contain jigs and spare blades for the
bandsaw, various turning accessories and some
power tools.
The final cabinet houses my cycle maintenance
tools and spares and turning tools, with those too
long for the drawers in an end mounted rack. The
top is left clear as a resting place for tools in use on
the current project. Those tools are
sharpened before being returned to
their respective homes so I always
start a project with sharp tools
(rather than having to sharpen
before I can start work).
I try to keep the bench tidy, if not
clear, but it always seems to get
cluttered. General woodworking
tools are housed in the wall mounted cabinet. (The Record Power grinder, superseded by the
Sorby ProEdge, is for disposal. Contact me if interested.)
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Shelves over the bench hold chucks, jaws, abrasives, finishes, project parts and tools, and
some blanks. The dark multi drawer cabinet holds small tools and project parts. You will note
the box containing my Axminster (APF10) Powered Respirator - my first line protection against
flying debris and dust; and close by the Axminster (CT-90H) extractor used when I am
sanding. The ProEdge Sharpening system is seen more clearly in this picture - within easy
reach of the lathe so I have no excuse to use
blunt tools.
And so to the lathe itself - a Record Power Maxi
1, purchased in 2011 to supersede my Myford
ML8 which wasn’t large enough to turn legs for
Grand Pianos. In case anyone is wondering, my
son rebuilds Grand Pianos and sometimes
needs to replace a music desk or the legs. (We
have even made leg sets for a piano technician
in America.) You will note the, previously
mentioned, turning tool cabinet to the right.
Handy for sourcing the correct tool but far
enough from the lathe to ensure I don’t trip over

it whilst turning and leaving the exit route clear. Top left you can just see the bottom of my
ambient air filter (Record Power AC400) which runs when I am turning and for some time after
I leave the shop.
Behind the lathe is the dust extractor nozzle
(Axminster Stayput Extraction Hose), and, on the wall,
my work light support. The lamp on the left is the
Axminster LED Stayput Strip Light and the one on the
right is one usually fitted to an Axminster pillar drill
(but available on special order). Both are mounted on
the Axminster Work Light Bracket, which hooks over
the pegs, allowing them to be positioned as needed. I
am not in favour of behind the lathe tool storage but
have made an exception for caliper storage and make
a point of stopping the lathe before reaching for the required device.
Laid out for turning this is the view when entering from the house. Despite the ambient air
filter, and careful collection of shavings in a bin the vacuum cleaner (Axminster Trade NV750)
is in regular use for cleaning the lathe, other surfaces and the floor.
The same layout viewed from the external door shows that I have plenty of space to work at
the lathe, but also that Adrian has to wait until I take a break before he can use his lathe.
I hope you have enjoyed your tour of my workshop, and I am happy to answer any questions
you may have and to contact me if you think of a question.
By Phil Hamilton
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August Virtual Club Competition 2020
The remit for this leg of the competition was something that moves. It could be as
simple as a pull-along wooden toy with wheels or as complex as an automaton.
The judges, Richard and I asked that we were given 3 images of the entry from different
angles, and a very short video of the piece moving if possible and to also put an object in to
give us an idea of the size, as previously we had found it hard to judge the size just from a
picture. In all there were seven entries, it’s a shame there were not more but the standard of
work of those we did have was very impressive.
Winners
First
Second
Third
Enclosure
Member Pauline Hunt
Standard
Two Dogs

Member Advanced

Duncan Clark
Air Engine

Julia Hammond
3 Blind Mice

Member - Premier

Colin Rowe
Penguin

Denis Findlay
Children on See-Saw

Mike Spaven
Rise & fall of Covid

The other entry unplaced but worth a mention was from David Stratton in Premier Class for his
Ferris wheel.
Well done to all those that took part, the final part of the competition is on
the 11th December Club night - Spindle. - Anything turned using mainly
Spindle, between centres. It does look like it is going to be another virtual
competition so keep an eye out for Jennie’s weekly notices for submission
dates etc.
By Colin Spain
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It’s a Small World
Something happened the other day that made me feel quite proud, I had a message from
Dave a very dear friend who now lives in Portugal, now where he lives although very beautiful
it is in the middle of nowhere very rugged and not your typical holiday spot. He was talking to
one of his neighbours living just up the road and they got talking about peoples skills etc,
whilst watching the repair shop on TV. Dave then showed him the work that I did to remember
the 1st World War, his neighbour immediately said that he had seen the photo before. Dave
says this is fantastic, it must have reached so many people, and the neighbour was from
Gloucester and has lived in Portugal for about 5 years. The neighbour said his brother shared
my photograph with him. Just shows you that so many people appreciate your work.
The plate they were talking about was made for the clubs
Open day competition themed to commemorate the 1st
World War. Whilst I was making it all I could think about
was my father’s brother Tommy who was killed at Monte
Casino during the 2nd World War, it was like he was with
me looking over my shoulder.
I had originally intended to sell the plate but just couldn’t,
so in the end I donated it to THE MUSEUM OF MILITARY
MEDICINE,
KEOGH
BARRACKS,
ASH
VALE,
ALDERSHOT, just around the corner to The Mytchett
Centre.
It’s very nice to have your work appreciated like this, it
just goes to show that so many people do admire our work and to my mind things like this
mean more than money can ever say.
Colin Spain

CLUB SHOP Due to the Coronavirus this has had to be suspended
until such time we are back at the Mytchett Centre.
Members Adverts.
The Rules: Adverts will be carried over two issues of the newsletter and will then be removed
unless advertisers let the editor know they wish to keep it running, and let the editor know what
has been sold so their advert can be updated.
As of January 2015 member’s adverts will be published at a donation of 10% (to help with printing
costs). The committee rely on the member selling to be honest about that which has sold.
Donations by cash or cheque made payable to Surrey Association of Woodturners and
either sent or given to the editor or the treasurer.
Widows of late members selling tools no donation required.
All others, including ex-members and non members as usual a donation of 20% of what is sold,
but this would be at the committees discretion.
Only adverts giving full contact details will be considered if ex-members or non-members a name
and phone number is not good enough.
The sale must always be the responsibility of the member selling any item and therefore
buyers are reminded that they buy at their own risk. The club accepts no responsibility for
faulty items whether they be electrical or not.
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